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Preface 

This research paper has been written by a student from the University of Delhi, 
pursuing Masters in Economics from Delhi School of Economics. As a student 
specializing in economics the desire to apply all the knowledge to serve some 
practical purposes, issues that are holding back our society and preventing this 
country to turn into a developed nation from a rather a developing one has helped 
in selecting this project. And there could be a no better organisation than the 
Rakshak foundation to conduct research with, which does not sit to criticize things 
around us but foresees citizen awareness and participation in governance as the 
first step in understanding and resolving the most pressing social issues in India 
like corruption, education, health, accountability, efficiency and transparency etc.  

Rakshak Foundation - a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization and headquartered in 
Santa Clara, California - researches different public policy issues and creates 
awareness about them. The basic objective of Rakshak is to help strengthen the 
foundations of our society and bolster the confidence of a common man in the 
system by creating awareness about the issues affecting him. 

Economics is all about applying your basic micro tools to build models which can 
bring about improvement on a macro level and provision of firsthand exposure 
and experience about governance, policies and society has surely add to this 
research project. 

The Project deals with analysing the government schools of India with a special 
focus on those of Delhi. 
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Executive Summary 

The Millennium Development Goals – 2011 targets to ensure that by 2015, 
children everywhere, boys-girls alike will be able to complete full course of 
primary education. This goes hand in hand with the Right to Education act assuring 
free and compulsory elementary education. A major chunk of the Indian 
population which is devoid of primary education or overall schooling is that, which 
for some reasons is not able to afford it. For this proportion of population majorly, 
we have the Government aided schools in our country. However the condition and 
reputation of these schools are very poor. The Government has been working 
towards improving the condition of these schools by providing proper 
infrastructure and well trained teachers to the existing government aided schools 
under the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan. The objective of this project is to identify the 
unrecognised problems and the loopholes in the existing schemes for the 
recognised ones on the basis of field visits in urban and rural government schools 
of Delhi and secondary research. Thus there has been a special focus on the 
Government schools of Delhi. 

The major issues before proper progress of these schools are: the accountability of 
teachers present in the school; poor discipline as well as results in these schools 
compared to the private schools, because of the social background of the students; 
poor infrastructural facilities in these schools mostly in the rural areas; lack of 
extracurricular other than sports which mainly help boost the confidence of the 
school students, like debate competitions; growing dependence of kids on private 
tuitions and some private input, the dis-incentivisation of a good performance 
among students till 8th standard due to the law of compulsory promotion; etc. Delhi 
has an upper hand in terms of infrastructural facilities in these schools because of 
being the capital and many other factors mentioned. 

The solutions recommended are two-fold, Micro level or school level 
recommendations and Macro level recommendations. There are 7 
recommendations to be implemented at the school level and two 
recommendations for macro level implementation. The school level 
recommendations are, localization of authorities, having proper teacher trainings 
and regular recruitment, incentivisation of the salaries of the teachers, non-
involvement of the government school teachers in non-teaching activities, having 
remedial classes for students and value education as a compulsory subject. The 
macro level recommendations are an increase in the total investment and having a 
Public-Private partnership model for these schools. 
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Key Findings: 

 There is a quiet noticeable difference between government schools of rural and 
urban areas of Delhi. 

 Government of Delhi has taken appreciable steps to improve transparency in 
school related matters. 

 The no admission of students to private schools and those taking private 
tuitions has been consistently increasing. 

 Only 70% of the fund allocated to the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan is actually used. 
 The role of Principal in maintaining discipline in Government schools is very 

vital. 
 The government schools of Delhi are in a much more better position than those 

of some other states. 
 A Government model of schools based on Public-private partnership does exist, 

known as Model schools. 
 It is mandatory for all the government schools in the country to have a School 

Management Committee, consisting of parents and community members. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Background Information 

‘School’, a place meant to define ones childhood or we could also say that its’ a 
place where ones childhood should be defined. A country would be on its perfect 
path of progress only if each child for a particular period of years does have the 
privilege of having school time memories. However, what has to be made sure is 
that these memories are pleasant and beneficial overall and the school should 
contribute to every child’s personality positively, for it always remains an 
important determinant of the path taken up and lived by any person and thus 
accounts for a stable future. 

 Considering the schooling system in India, we first need to get into the types of 
schools in this country. 

1.1.1 Types of schools: 
There are basically three types of schools, Government, aided and private. 
Government schools – Schools run by central, state or local governments are 
referred to as Government schools. 
Aided schools - Schools run by private managements but funded largely by 
government grant-in-aid are known as private aided or just ‘aided’ schools. Their 
teachers are paid at government-teacher salary rates directly from the state 
government treasury and are recruited by a government appointed education 
service commission.1 
Private schools – Schools run by private management without state-aid are 
known as private schools. These run entirely on fee revenues and have virtually no 
government interference in any kind of school decision matters. 
Also some basic facts about the education system in schools in India need to be 
highlighted here, which are as follows: 
Primary education is the first stage of compulsory education in India. Preceded 
by pre-school or nursery education and followed by secondary education. Indian 

Primary education system is considered to be the 3
rd

 largest after China and USA
2
. 

Primary education is to provide basic literacy and numeracy amongst all pupils, as 

                                                             
 

1 Private and Public schooling: The Indian experience ; Kingdon Geeta Gandhi; "Mobilizing the 
Private Sector for Public Education" Co-sponsored by the World Bank Kennedy School of 
Government, Harvard University, October 5-6, 2005. Also find that 
http://www.dise.in/downloads/use%20of%20dise%20data/geeta%20gandhi%20kingdon_1.pdf 
2 Can elephant dance? ; Vora Nikhil ; Indian Education Society; Also find at 
http://www.idfc.com/pdf/IES_Presentation.pdf 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preschool_education
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secondary_education
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Literacy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Numeracy
http://www.dise.in/downloads/use%20of%20dise%20data/geeta%20gandhi%20kingdon_1.pdf
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well as to establish foundation in science, mathematics, geography, history and 
other social sciences. 
Secondary education is the stage of education following primary education. It 
covers children 14–18 years of age which covers 88.5 million children according to 
the Census, 2001. However, enrolment figures show that only 31 million of these 
children were attending schools in 2001–02, which means that two-third of the 
population remained out of school. 
Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act 2009: 
The Right to Education, envisaged under Article 21-A, means that every child(from 
6 to 14 years of age) has a right to full time elementary education of satisfactory 
and equitable quality in a formal school which satisfies certain essential norms and 
standards. It basically emphasizes that no child shall be denied admission in any 
Government aided school and casts an obligation on the appropriate Government 
and local authorities to provide and ensure admission, attendance and completion 
of elementary education by all children in the 6-14 age group. This act aims most 
importantly at providing, children a right to an education that is free from fear, 
stress and anxiety. Also under this act, all schools in India are oblidged to 
promote all children up to class 8. 

 
1.1.2 Government schools in India: A dismal divide. 

Inspite of the whole positivity in the Right to Education act 2009, which mandates 
free and compulsory education to all the Children in the age-group of six to 
fourteen years, there remains a dismal divide between private schools and 
government schools.  
If looking at the figures available from the DISE data, private schools contributed 
only to a 21% of the total number of schools enlisted in this country. 

 
 

Table 1: Enrolment and number of schools 

Total no. of schools in 
India 14,12,178 

No. of Government 
schools 10,78,734 

No.of private schools 2,99,357 

Total enrolment (2010-
2011) 19,30,51,999 

Enrolment in Government 
schools. 13,00,77,660 

Enrolment in private 
schools 6,47,56,856 

% enrolment in 
govt.schools 65.3 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geography
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_sciences
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primary_education
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_of_Children_to_Free_and_Compulsory_Education_Act
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Government schools provide schooling to a majority population of India. However 
conditions have aroused such, which have reduced the public’s faith on 
Government aided schooling. Overtime enrolments in private schools have been 
increasing continuously. According to ASER data if we consider rural areas only 
since 2009, private school enrolment in rural areas has been rising at an annual 
rate of about 10%. If this trend continues, by 2018 India will have 50% children in 
rural areas enrolled in private school. 

 

Figure 1: percentage of students enrolled in private schools 

The percentage of 6 to14 year olds enrolled in private schools rose from 18.7% in 
2006 to 25.6% in 2011. In 2012 this number further increased to 28.3%.3 

An interaction with the guardians of the students of Government schools would 
bring forth the fact that in general parents prefer private schools and only because 
they cannot afford them, they get their children admitted to Government schools. 
As mentioned above, a divide has come to exist between these two schooling 
provisions. This divide brings forth the fact that government schools are lagging 
much behind a large number of  private schools in terms of the quality education 
provided, quality of results produced(on whole) and the environment in schools. 
 The need of the hour is to focus on proper improvement of these schools which 
are the only source of education for the poor children of this country. Not doing so 
would add on in future to the problems like, unemployment and poverty which 
this country is already fighting with. 
 

                                                             
 

3 Annual Status of Education Report (Rural) 2012;Pratham .Also find that www.asercentre.org 
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1.2 Factors affecting education at schools: 

Access to education however is not the only ultimatum, for it is not at all an 
indicator of the actual level of education grasped by the students qualitatively. And 
quality is what determines the impact of education in any student’s life. It is widely 
believed that the huge sums of money spent by the Government for improving the 
school level education. To look into how true such a belief is, we first should 
consider the factors that affect the level of education in any school. The major 
factors that affect the level of education at schools are as follows: 

1.2.1 Family and social background of the students remains a very important 
determinant of the quality students and results produced in any school. This is 
because; this very factor determines effective consumption of the imparted 
knowledge. Thus one of the major problems faced by Government schools is the 
environment back home of its students. 

1.2.2 Infrastructural facilities also are vital in making the environment in any 
school adaptable for a student. A proper playground, washroom, electricity 
provision, computers, drinking water, classrooms with proper benches and tables, 
sanitation etc are some of the facilities that a child needs to be provided in any 
school. 

1.2.3 Teaching method and curriculum- A formalized teaching method by 
properly trained teachers is important. Including concepts specific for the age is 
essential, else the child is under learned or overstressed. This also goes with a 
proper teaching curriculum. 

1.2.4 Promotion of extra-curricular activities – studies contribute majorly but 
still only partly to what a child should gain from his/her school life. How much a 
child is exposed and encouraged to participate in activities other than studies or 
in fact along with studies in the school indicates how good the school is. Not only 
sports, but also debates, elocutions, etc help in boosting a child’s confidence and 
facing the people without any fear. 

1.2.5 Discipline – This point, one can gather through visits to the Government 
schools of Delhi. In fact this remains an area where most of the Government 
schools (in semi-urban areas) with proper facilities lack (shall be discussed in 
detail further in this paper). 

1.2.6 Frequency of parent-teacher’s meet – How often parent – teacher’s meet 
are held for discussing a child’s matters and the problems a child faces (not only in 
studies) with the parents, such that the parents are completely involved in and are 
updated with the child’s progress remains significant. It would help a child to 
improve slowly but steadily and also reflects how much the school is bothered 
about its students. 

1.2.7 Emphasis on moral education – This is a primal factor in determining 
how decent the students in a school turn out to be. The stage of primary schooling 
is one where the brain of any child starts developing and he/she starts forming 
perception about things around, about people and about life. Thus value- 
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education needs to be imparted to children at this stage at least. This ensures 
proper development of a child as a human and the seriousness of students 
towards studies as well as the rest of the essential facts in school as well as further 
life. 

1.2.8 Accountability and involvement of teachers – How accountable or 
regular and on time in classrooms the teachers are, is an essential factor affecting 
the discipline in schools. How much teachers interact with students, how frank 
they are and how attractive is their method of teaching, essentially determines a 
child’s likeness for the school as well as for studies. This is because a student 
always tries looks up to someone who can address his/her doubts in school. And 
this is true mostly with Government school students, as mostly those kids study in 
these schools who do not have anybody back home to guide them and address 
their doubts, generally because their parents are illiterate and are financially not 
very well off to afford tuitions. 

1.2.9 Importance of Principal is indispensable. For any school, or any 
institution for that matter, the involvement and strictness of the highest authority 
is of utmost importance. In case of a school, this ensures how disciplined a school 
is and how efficiently are the rules implemented. 

          

 1.3 Present condition of government schools and the problems being faced: 
The factors mentioned in the previous section are the ones a proper school must 
have. With a data backup, the country-wide condition of government schools is not 
very appreciative. Following is data for the year 2011-2012 for India as a whole: 

Table 2 : Some quantitative indicators of government schools for India. 

% of single class room 
schools 5.8 

% of schools with electricity 47.1 

% of schools with computers 20.5 

Dropout rate at pry(I-V) 6.5 

% of schools with play 
grounds 56.1 

Total number of government 
school teachers 4312948 

Pupil-teacher ratio 
(approximately) 30.16 

 

A country where around 80% of schools are government aided, only 47% of 
schools are provided electricity. A mere calculation can show that a large majority 
of the 53% not having electricity is served by government schools. Considering the 
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data of the number of schools with proper playgrounds, is also not very high with 
only 56% having play grounds. The lack of basic school facilities like electricity and 
playgrounds in many of the government schools shows the apathy of the situation. 
Thus expecting fulfilment of technical requirements like computers is out of 
question. 

These figures only reflect the infrastructural shortcomings in these schools. 
However there remain qualitative factors which pull these schools much behind 
the private schools. These are the factors which provide the required environment 
to a child for grasping the required knowledge from their curriculum. Sometimes 
lack of such an environment leads to an increase in dropouts. The Government 
schools of states like Bihar and Chhattisgarh however face a major crisis in terms 
of infrastructure and quantitative aspects like pupil-teacher ratio. Still there 
remain qualitative factors which need an equal attention because of their role in 
worsening the condition of government schools. These qualitative factors are as 
follows: 

 

1.3.1 Social background: 

Right now (as already mentioned), there exists a divide in our society. The divide is 
such that, those children belonging to the richer and upper middle class families 
prefer private schools and, only those whose guardians are unable to afford the 
fees charged by private schools are admitted to government – aided schools. Such 
are the kids of lower working class labourers and mostly such other daily wage 
earners. Such families generally reside in single room houses or in other words do 
not have a proper residence where a child can get the required environment to 
study. This very fact leads to an adverse impact on the overall result produced by a 
school. 
Major chunk of population of Government schools comprise of such students. Even 
if a school is able to provide all the required infrastructural and curriculum 
facilities at an average level, but comprises majorly of those students who are not 
able to revise back home for exams, etc the overall result would be more biased on 
the lower side. 
1.3.2 Extra-curricular facilities:  
This is an area where there is a scope of substantial improvement. Along with 
sports, activities like debates, quizzes, elocutions, essay competitions and such, 
which are related to academics as well as come under extra-curricular. Such 
activities help boost the confidence of students as well as their inclination towards 
studies also would in a way increases. Mostly Government schools do have sports 
like cricket, kabaddi, kho-kho, etc and students do compete till district levels in 
these games. However these schools lack in exposing students to other activities, 
which help students to come up before the society with poise and without any 
fear.If such activities are actually promoted in these schools, then it would also 
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help the schools in producing confident minds, as well as provide the society with 
more participative citizens. 
1.3.3 Accountability factors:  
Teacher’s accountability is a major problem being faced by most of the 
Government schools which lie in rural areas or in areas away from metros or big 
cities. It essentially has a negative impact on schools as well as society, for the 
salaries paid to the teachers turn out to be a waste. However the fact also remains 
that a lack in consistent payment to teachers in schools could also be a contributor 
to their poor accountability. 
Government schools mostly target the children of the lower strata of the society 
who need a hard push to come out and bring their families out of the vicious circle 
of poverty. Thus, proper feasible solutions to the problems being faced by these 
schools would necessarily be a boon to the society. 
 

1.4 Government schools of Delhi – a special focus: 

There are three types of government aided schools in Delhi: 

KVS schools: These are the Kendriya Vidyalayas which are Centrally aided. There 
are about 42 KVS schools in the capital. 

MCD schools: These are the schools under the Municipal Corporation of Delhi. 
There are about 1750 MCD schools. 

DOE schools: There are about 924 of these schools under the Directorate of 
Education of Delhi.4 

In this paper, government schools of Delhi refer to all the Government aided 
schools barring the KVS. 

A special focus has been made on the Government schools of Delhi because they 
reflect somewhat a different picture than those of the other states. There are many 
advantages which the capital city has which put the government funded schools of 
this state on a better position than those of the other states.  

 

 

 

 
                                                             
 

4 Government of NCT of Delhi : 
http://delhi.gov.in/wps/wcm/connect/DOIT_Education/education/home/about+us/list+of+government+schools  
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Table 3: Provision of electricity 

States 
% of schools having 
electricity in 2011-12 

Bihar 4.6 

Delhi 99.8 

Chhattisgarh 25.6 

Rajasthan 44.5 

Maharashtra 75.9 

Kerala 87.5 

Uttar Pradesh 34.8 

West Bengal 31.7 

 

The above table clearly shows that the facility of electricity which could work as an 
indicator of the infrastructural facility is provided to almost all the government 
schools in the capital. As it shall be discussed further, other factors which have 
been degrading the government schools of other states have already been tackled 
to a good extent in Delhi. Even then the government schools over here do not have 
a very good reputation. This very fact makes these schools of Delhi a special focus 
of this paper. 

  

1.5 Goals and Objectives 
This project deals with analysing critically the present situation of government 
schools in India as well as looking at the improvements made overtime due to the 
steps taken up by the government and recognised but unresolved issues.  
A special focus of this project is Delhi. The discussion on the government schools of 
Delhi are based on the observations made by conducting primary research. The 
results are majorly indicative ones quantitatively, as due to the time constraint it 
was not possible to collect a large amount of data from all the government schools 
of Delhi. Some interactive experiences and observed factors which possibly do 
leave their impact on any school but have been ignored till now in case of 
Government schools, like ones mentioned in (1.2) shall also be discussed in this 
report. 
In the Budget for 2013-14, of the total education outlay, the flagship scheme Sarva 
Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) was allocated Rs.27,258 crore for implementing the Right 
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to Education Act(RTE). The previous Union budget for 2012-13 had pegged an 
outlay of Rs.61,427 crore for education, including Rs.25,555 crore for SSA  .5 
Government schools which play a vital role under the SSA and RTE thus involve a 
huge amount of investment by the Government every year. Still, the present 
condition and reputation of Government Schools is not at all admirable. Thus, the 
objective of this project is to recognise and analyse the actual problems 
(qualitatively as well as quantitatively) which have been pulling these Government 
aided schools much behind the private schools and also to come up with some 
possible feasible solutions. 

  

                                                             
 

5 http://www.moneycontrol.com/news/economy/budget-2013-17-hikeallocation-to-
education_831827.html 

http://www.moneycontrol.com/news/economy/budget-2013-17-hikeallocation-to-education_831827.html
http://www.moneycontrol.com/news/economy/budget-2013-17-hikeallocation-to-education_831827.html
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2. Methodology 

2.1 Literature Search: 

 The major part of secondary research for this project has been done with the help 
of three sources: 

2.1.1 Annual Status of Education Report (ASER): This is a report based 
on the survey is designed and coordinated by ASER Centre, facilitated by the 
Pratham NGO, and conducted by local organizations. ASER uses simple, low 
cost tools to assess impact at scale and to increase the understanding of 
ordinary citizens about the current status of elementary education. The core 
objective is to capture the enrolment status and basic reading and arithmetic 
levels of children. Extensive monitoring & recheck is conducted in surveyed 
villages6. 
2.1.2 The Pratichi Education Report II: This report presents the primary 
education status in West Bengal, changes and challenges. Examine, assess and 
scrutinize the schooling system in operation in the east of India, beginning with 
West Bengal and a part of Jharkhand. There is enough information in the 
studies to arrive at some general judgments about successes and failures and, 
most importantly, to form an understanding of the principal problems that face 
primary school education in these region and how they can be addressed in 
order to attempt remedying the adversities. 

The report gives a comparative assessment of changes over a period of 7years 
span i.e. from 2008-09 and 2001-02. 

2.1.3 District Information system for Education (DISE), data from 
2011 to 2013: This is a comprehensive program run by the Government 
(HRD), to collect data on. From each district in every state of this country, data 
is collected. The educational statistics collected by the states under the 
guidance of the MHRD were not only inadequate to meet the growing needs of 
the decentralized planning but were characterized by inordinate delays, highly 
aggregative and were not amenable to validation and reliability tests. Since 
school statistics formed the core of educational statistics, it was thus rightly 
recognized that major reforms in school statistics both in terms of their scope 
and coverage as well as availability and use have to be carried out and so we 
have the DISE.It provides data for every state, infact we have state and district 

                                                             
 

6 www.asercentre.org 
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report cards covering every minor detail related to schooling, state and district 
wise. 

 

2.2  Field Visits 

There have field visits to the Government schools of Delhi. To explore the 
difference between Government aided schools in urban and rural areas of Delhi, 
few schools in the posh areas of South Delhi and a few schools in two different 
villages of South-West Delhi were visited.  

Due to the summer holidays going on during the period of research, it was not 
possible to interact with many students and to test for the level of knowledge and 
quality of knowledge gained by students class-wise. To get an indication of that, 
the results of the schools have been studied. Also there was no complete access to 
the records of the schools, thus all the information gathered from the field visits 
are sourced through proper interactions with the parents, some students, staff, and 
workers of these schools and all observable facts. 

The facts examined in each school can be categorised in the following manner: 

 Infrastructure and facilities in the school. 
 Teacher’s accountability in the school. 
 Frequency of parent-teacher meets. 
 The satisfaction among parents regarding the school and the performance of 

their kids, where ever interaction with them was possible. 
 Dropout rate in the school. 
 Extra-curricular activities in the school. 
 Interaction with students to get to know the class-room environment and their 

liking for the school. 
 How efficiently is the mid-day meal served in the school. 
 The strictness of the highest authority of the school and approachability. 
 The dependence on private tuitions by the students of the school. 
 Reputation of the school. 
 Overall result of the school. 

Also my field-visits included, visits to the office of Deputy Director of education for 
South Delhi schools and Directorate of education of Delhi to access the permission 
to conduct surveys in Government schools .Inspite of the problems faced during 
the visits, the observations made have been proved to be very helpful. They 
actually provided with a reality check about the government schools in Delhi. We 
all have a perception about these schools. However, until one gets to visit such 
schools, the real fact about their condition, improvements overtime and further 
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scope would not be clear. The categorical division of government schools has been 
made in further sections on the basis of these field visits. 

The results from the primary research are mostly indicative, but are certainly 
enough to point out the major problems and possible feasible solutions for 
Government schools in Delhi in general. 

 

2.3 Surveys:  

Prepared a questionnaire containing questions about the infrastructural details of 

the school, attendance records, curriculum details and results of the students.  

 

2.4 Meetings and Interviews: 

Mentor name: Narayan.S.Nigam, IAS 

Designation: District Magistrate, 24 PGNS, West Bengal 

There have been five conversations with the mentor throughout this research over 
the phone. The dates are 21st May, 3rd June, 11th June, 20th June and 4th July and 
continuous guidance via e-mails.  

On 21st of May, 2013, the topic of discussion was the project introduction. An 
introduction was made to certain factors which affect which affect schooling and 
thus the basic problems faced by Government schools.  

On 3rd of June, 2013, the identification of various problems faced by these schools 
was discussed and also the future actions were decided. 

On 11th of June, 2013 the topic of discussion was the difference between the 
government schools in Delhi and those in Bengal and why Delhi is in a better 
position. 

On 20th of June, 2013 the reason behind of dropout rates and the role played by 
schools in enhancing these rates was discussed. 

On 4th of July, 2013 the final report outline for the project was decided. 
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With others: 

Date Name Designation  Institution Topic of 

Discussion 

5th June, 
2013 

Mr. 
Harishankar 

Teacher Government 
school (Name 
cannot be 
disclosed) 

The role of 
Primary 
schooling & 
other aspects 
of govt.schools 

Refer to appendix A for details* 
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3. Current NGO and Government Efforts 

 

3.1 Issues to tackle which Government has taken steps: Government has taken 
up steps to the following issues which are relevant to certain problems faced by 
Government schools: 

 Student absenteeism 
 Poor enrolment in certain areas 
 Stress undertaken by students due to the curriculum 
 Infrastructural issues 
 Financial constraints faced by the students of the schools 
 Accountability problems 
3.1.1 Student absenteeism: 
 Absenteeism amongst students is an issue in these schools. The probable reason 
being the fact that there is a lack of motivation from the families of these students 
and thus they prefer not going to school. Also like mentioned earlier, there are 
families which are very poor and thus prefer to engage their children into labour 
rather than sending them to school. Such parents if forced, only get their child 
enrolled into the government schools, however are reluctant to send them to send 
them to study. 
Against 95.9% NER(National Enrolment Ratio) for the country as a whole in 2007-
08, the all-India level NAR(National Attendance Rate)  for the same year was 
estimated to be 84%.Thus, of the children aged 6-10 years who are enrolled in 
Class I-V, only 84% attended the school/classes in the period 2007- 2008 7.Thus to 
attract students to schools as well as address the nutritional issues, the 
government’s mid-day meal scheme, which started in 2001 and is still running 
successfully. This scheme infact addresses the problems of enrolment, retention 
and attendance and simultaneously improves the nutritional levels among 
children. Under this scheme every child in every Government and Government 
aided primary and upper primary school (till 8th standard) is to be served a 
prepared Mid Day Meal with a minimum content of 300 calories of energy and 8-
12 gram protein per day for a minimum of 200 days. The Mid Day Meal Scheme 
(MDMS) is the world’s largest school feeding programme reaching out to more 
than 11 crore children in 12.63 lakh institutions across the country. Studies have 

                                                             
 

7 Millenium Development Goals ;India country report 2011; Central Statistical Organisation; 
Ministry of Statistics and Program implementation, Government of India. Also find that 
http://mospi.nic.in/mospi_new/upload/mdg_2011_24apr12.pdf 

http://mospi.nic.in/mospi_new/upload/mdg_2011_24apr12.pdf
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shown that that, MDMS has helped in preventing classroom hunger, promoting 
school Participation, fostering social equality and enhancing gender equity thereby 
facilitating overall healthy growth of children. Mid-Day meal scheme and such 
other schemes have lead to significant improvement in attendance rate. 
In the recent years, there has been major progress in the educational attendance of 
children aged 6-10 years in general (from 69% in 2001 to 83% in 2005-06 and 
finally to 88% in 2007-08). For girls and rural children, in particular, the recent 
improvement is remarkable and follows more or less same pattern, from 66% in 
2001 to 81% in 2005-06 and 87% in 2007-08 in both the cases.8 
Such a scheme would certainly and has with time attracted more and more 
students to school, improving the attendance rate overall. However improvement 
of attendance is in no way an indicator of the quality education imparted to the 
child. 

3.1.2 Enrolment issues:  
One of the major reasons behind poor enrolment remains lack of access. Distance 
is one of the critical factors leading to poor access and thus giving the people a 
reason not to get their kids admitted. To address this issue also, the Government 
has taken up steps with programs such as the District Education Revitalization 
Program (DERP) and the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan (SSA). 
DERP was launched in 1994, with an aim to universalize primary education in 
India by reforming and vitalizing the existing primary education system. 85% of the 

DERP was funded by the central government and the remaining 15 percent was funded 

by the states. The DERP, which had opened 160000 new schools including 84000 

alternative education schools delivering alternative education to approximately 3.5 

million children, was also supported by UNICEF and other international programmes.
9
 

The current scheme for universalization of Education for All is the Sarva Shiksha 
Abhiyan which is one of the largest education initiatives in the world. Enrollment 
has been enhanced, but the levels of quality remain low. This program, 
operational since 1994 looks to open new schools schools in those habitations 
without schooling facilities and to strengthen existing school infrastructure 
through provision of additional class rooms, toilets, drinking water, maintenance 
grant and school improvement grants mainly aiming at improving the quality of 
learning through these interventions. Following are certain facts regarding the 
SSA: 
 SSA is now the primary vehicle for implementing the Right to Free and 

Compulsory Education Act (RTE). 

                                                             
 

8 Millenium Development Goals ;India country report 2011; Central Statistical Organisation; 
Ministry of Statistics and Program implementation, Government of India. Also find that 
http://mospi.nic.in/mospi_new/upload/mdg_2011_24apr12.pdf 
9 Revitalisation of Education and Statistics; Issues and Strategies; Aggarwal Yash 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarva_Shiksha_Abhiyan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarva_Shiksha_Abhiyan
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 Existing schools with inadequate teacher strength are provided with additional 
teachers, and the capacity of existing teachers is being strengthened by 
extensive training, grants for developing teaching-learning materials and 
strengthening of the academic support structure at a cluster, block and district 
level. SSA seeks to provide quality elementary education including life skills. 
With the passage of RTE act, changes have been incorporated into the SSA 
approach, strategies and norms. 

 Under the SSA there is centrality of teachers. SSA aims to motivate them to 
innovate and create a culture in the classroom, and beyond the classroom, that 
might produce an inclusive environment for children, especially for girls from 
oppressed and marginalised backgrounds. 

 A study conducted by the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad (IIM-A), 
has found that the SSA has met with considerable success quantitatively if not 
qualitatively. 

 While quality remains an area of concern, the SSA has been able to bridge the 
enrolment, retention and achievement gaps between the sexes and among 
social groups. 

  According to the IIM-A study titled `Shiksha Sangam: Innovations under the 
SSA,' the out-of-school population had come down from 28.5 per cent of the six-
to-14 year age group in 2001 to 6.94 per cent by the end of 2005.  

 Dropout rates at the primary level stands at about 12 per cent and 190 of the 
400 districts were showing a declining trend in 2005-2006. 

 

3.1.3 Tackling the stress undertaken by students: 
The promotion criteria being followed by all schools in India presently is, a 
mandatory promotion of all students till 8th standard. This has been done to relieve 
students of the tension of securing certain marks to pass while undertaking exams. 
However this policy has a very negative aspect (shall be explained further in 
detail), for it is a disincentive to the students. 
 
3.1.4 Infrastructural issues: 
Like mentioned earlier, under the SSA the government aims to strengthen existing 
school infrastructure through provision of additional class rooms, toilets, drinking 
water, maintenance grant and school improvement grants mainly aiming at 
improving the quality of learning through these interventions. 
 
3.1.5 Financial support to students: 
The burden of buying books and uniform is in some cases a reason behind 
absenteeism; drop out as well as the poor performance of a child. There are 
families which are so constrained financially that they are unable to bear the 
burden of school related expenditure. To prevent this from being a reason behind 
refrainment of a child from school and to ease of the financial burden, 
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Government provides full support. The fees of government schools are minimal 
and for primary classes zero. Also for every student of a government-aided school 
(till 12th standard), the government completely pays for the uniform as well as 
books. On an average, the government spends about 1500 rupees on every child 
of a government school. 
 
3.1.6 Teacher- accountability issues:  
In the Government schools of Delhi, attendance of teachers fully computerised 
now. Accountability is mostly now an issue in the rural area schools. 
 
3.2 Steps taken up by NGOs: 
Non-Governmental organisations like the Pratham and Pratichi have intervened 
in this area. 
Pratham is the largest non-governmental organisation working to provide quality 
education to the underprivileged children of India. Pratham was established in 
1994 to provide education to the children in the slums of Mumbai city. Since then, 
the organization has grown both in scope and geographical coverage. Pratham 
firmly believes in working with the government to bring about large scale change 
and therefore their programs are aimed at supplementing rather than replacing 
governmental efforts. We have signed Memorandums of Understanding with 8 
state governments for our flagship program - Read India and are working in close 
collaboration with the municipal corporations in several cities such as Mumbai 
and Delhi.  They also conduct the ASER (Annual Survey of Education Report), 
which is a comprehensive survey, conducted to give an indication of the 
educational position of this country. 
Similar to Pratham, there is the Pratichi survey which works on similar area but 
concentrates on the areas of West Bengal, Bihar and Jharkhand. 

 
 
 
 
 

  

http://pratham.org/Menu-19-3.aspx
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4. Results and Discussions 

The results comprised of findings from secondary (literature) research and 
primary research (only for Delhi). Both the results and discussions are divided into 
the following subsections: 

1. Condition of Government schools country wide. 
2. Condition of Government schools in Delhi and the upper hand they have. 
3. Some issues which need special attention. 
4. Gap analysis 
5. Education Development Index 

 
4.1 Condition of Government schools country wide: 
The basic cause served by the government schools is to provide education to that 
section of society which is financially not very well off to afford private schooling. 
In India, services under government responsibility and generally looked down 
upon. This is because of the lethargical image of the government officials and much 
of corruption involved in those services. Same comes out as the problem being 
faced by the schooling services provided by the government all over India. 

As table 1 shows, around 80% of the total schools in India are government aided 
and 65.3% of total enrolment in schools are in government schools. 

Table 2 reflects the facts related to infrastructural facilities in 2011-2012. 5.8% 
schools in this country are still single classroom schools, 44% schools still existing 
without playground and 53% schools without electricity. Further details related to 
infrastructural facilities for 2011-12 are presented in the following table: 

Table 4 : Some more quantitative information 

% of schools without 
boundary walls 42.8 

% of schools without boys 
toilet 18.8 

% of schools without girls 
toilet 15.5 

% of single teacher schools 8.3 

Average no. of teachers per 
schools 4.7 

% schools with drinking 
water facility 94.4 
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5.6% of schools still lack drinking water facilities and 42.8% without boundary 
walls. Toilet facilities which are very vital lack in 18% (boys) and 15% (girls) of 
schools. These facts reflect that there are government schools still struggling with 
basic facilities and thus before looking into improvement in terms of the 
qualitative factors, these factors need to be treated well. 

4.1.1 State wise analysis:  
To study the infrastructural facilities state wise eight states namely, Bihar; 
Chhattisgarh; Rajasthan; Uttar Pradesh; Maharashtra; Madhya Pradesh; Kerala and 
West Bengal can be considered. Following are the tables showing the schooling 
facts of these states for 2011-2012 observed from DISE state cards: 

1) Bihar  

Table 5: Details about the Government schools of Bihar 

Total no.of schools 70501 

No. of Government schools 69366 

No.of private schools 86 

No. of government schools in rural areas 65639 

% of single class room schools 3.2 

% of schools with electricity 4.6 

% of schools with computers 1.5 

% enrolment in govt.schools 98.4 

Dropout rate at pry(I-V) 5.7 

% of schools with play grounds 32.2 

 

2) Chhattisgarh 

Table 6 : Details about the Government schools of Chattisgarh 

Total no.of schools 52822 

No. of Government schools 47210 

No.of private schools 5504 

No. of government schools in rural areas 44449 

% of single class room schools 2.6 

% of schools with electricity 25.6 

% of schools with computers 7.2 

% enrolment in govt.schools 79.9 

Drop out rate at pry(I-V) 4.9 

% of schools with playgrounds 38.7 
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3) Uttar Pradesh  

Table 7 : Details about the Government schools of UP 

Total no. of schools 221653 

No. of Government schools 154757 

No. of private schools 65713 

No. of government schools in rural areas 148036 

% of single class room schools 0.8 

% of schools with electricity 34.8 

% of schools with computers 7.5 

% enrolment in gov.schools 55.3 

Drop out rate at pry(I-V) 11.9 

% of schools with play grounds 78.2 

       

4) Rajasthan   

Table 8: Details about the Government schools of Rajasthan 

Total no.of schools 109189 

No. of Government schools 77833 

No.of private schools 29766 

No. of government schools in rural areas 72954 

% of single class room schools 2.3 

% of schools with electricity 44.5 

% of schools with computers 18 

% enrolment in govt.schools 57.7 

Dropout rate at pry(I-V) 7.8 

% of schools with play grounds 46.3 
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5) West Bengal 

Table 9 : Details about the Government schools of West Bengal 

Total no. of schools 92066 

No. of Government schools 81363 

No.of private schools 8273 

No. of government schools in rural areas 71577 

% of single class room schools 12 

% of schools with electricity 31.7 

% of schools with computers 8.8 

% enrolment in gov.schools 89.4 

Drop out rate at pry(I-V) 6.6 

% of schools with play grounds 32.3 

         
 
 
 

6) Maharashtra 

Table 10 : Details about the Government schools of Maharashtra 

Total no. of schools 100084 

No. of Government schools 69782 

No. of private schools 29935 

No. of government schools in rural 
areas 63536 

% of single class room schools 4.5 

% of schools with electricity 75.9 

% of schools with computers 44.5 

% enrolment in gov.schools 44.7 

Dropout rate at pry(I-V) 1.9 

% of schools with play grounds 63.3 
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7) Kerala    

Table 11 : Details about the Government schools of Kerala 

Total no. of schools 15534 

No. of Government schools  5333 

No. of private schools 9230 

No. of government schools in rural areas 4370 

% of single class room schools 2.3 

% of schools with electricity 87.5 

% of schools with computers 87.7 

% enrolment in gov.schools 26.4 

Dropout rate at pry(I-V) 0.1 

% of schools with play grounds 66.4 

     

8) Madhya Pradesh 

Table 12 : Details about the Government schools of Madhya Pradesh 

Total no.of schools 140993 

No. of Government schools 112079 

No.of private schools 27148 

No. of government schools in rural areas 105540 

% of single class room schools 3.4 

% of schools with electricity 22.5 

% of schools with computers 11 

% enrolment in govt.schools 66.7 

Dropout rate at pry(I-V) 8.3 

% of schools with play grounds 56.7 

                            

 If we consider % of schools having electricity, computers and playground as the 
basic indicator of infrastructural facilities in the states, then the following are the 
observed facts from the above tables. 

States with the highest percentage of government schools have the worst 
indicators if accounted for infrastructural facilities. 

For instance Bihar where 98% of schools are government aided has the least 
percentage of schools having electricity, computers and playground which are 4.6, 
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1.5 and 32.2 respectively. Then comes Chhattisgarh which has 89% of total schools 
government aided and the percentage of schools having electricity is very low i.e. 
25% and with playground only 38%. Similar is the case with West Bengal, where 
88% of schools are government schools and only 32% have electricity and only 
38.7% have playgrounds. 

The state being outstanding in terms of indicators of infrastructural facility is 
Kerala where around 88% of the schools have electricity and computer facilities 
and 66.4% of the schools have playgrounds. However in this state only 34% 
schools are government schools and only 26% of the total enrolled students in all 
types of schools are enrolled in government schools. 

Except Kerala, all of the states (whose tables are given) have more than 50% 
schools being government aided and more than 50% students enrolled in 
government schools. Of these states, except Maharashtra none have more than 
50% of schools having electricity supply. The fact which comes out from these very 
figures is that considering states from different regions of the country, the states 
which have a high amount of dependence on government schools have the worst 
infrastructural facility. 

There have also been improvements overtime, as available from the ASER data. 
The percentage of schools without toilets had reduced from 12.2% in 2011 to 8.4% 
in 2012 and the percentage of schools with useable toilets had increased from 
47.2% to 56.5%.  
However such improvements are miniscule if compared to the still existing figures. 
 
Further, the problems mentioned in the previous section which are being treated 
by government also remain a country wide problem being faced by government. 
 
4.1.2 Learning abilities:  
The above problems are however only related to infrastructure. A school is meant 
for provision of quality education, ability to think logically and an overall 
appreciable personality to the children. It is a fact that proper basic facilities like 
electricity play a major role in providing the appropriate environment. Still if a 
school is able to develop proper learning ability among children, more than half of 
its work would be done. 
A survey conducted by the Pratham trust to test the learning ability of the school 
going kids does not provide satisfactory results at all. To check for the condition of 
students regarding their reading and writing capacities, Pratham conducted tests 
among students in which they tested for the number of standard Vth students who 
could not read the text of the level of standard II. The results did not show 
improvement their learning abilities. 
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 The following was the trend observed: 

 

 

Figure 2: Std. V children unable to read std. II text 

Overtime to one’s surprise there is a continuous increasing trend in the inability of 
learning ability of kids, also its an apathy that more than 50% of students country 
wide Vth standard have the poorest learning ability. 

Comparing the cohort of children who were in government schools in Std. V in 
2011 with the cohort in Std.V in 2012, there was evidence of a more than 10 
percentage point drop in the ability to do basic subtraction in almost all states. 
Exceptions are Bihar, Assam and Tamil Nadu where the drop is less; and Andhra 
Pradesh, Karnataka and Kerala where there had been either improvement or no 
change from 2011. 
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Figure 3: Further indicators of learning abilities 

Thus from the above results one could conclude that in general the condition of a 
majority of the children of government schools is actually a struggle, because if the 
learning ability of a standard 5th child is low to the mentioned extent, then that 
child would face a very tough time in much higher classes. 
 

 
Figure 4: Proportion of std. V children not able to do division 

 
  

The above diagram shows an increasing trend over the years of the proportion of 
children enrolled in standard V who could not do basic division In 2012 this 
number is close to three fourths. Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Haryana, Chhattisgarh, 
Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat and Maharashtra are all states where the cohort in Std. V 
in 2012 was found to be substantially weaker than the cohort in Std. V in 2011. In 
the southern states, the situation was unchanged from 2011 except in Kerala 
where there was a significant improvement. 
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Along with this the present rule of compulsory promotion of all students till 8th 
standard lessens the incentive to even try to learn from a child’s side. Students 
who are only pushed to higher classes (till 8th class) even if they fail makes it 
difficult for them to cope up with the high level curriculum of 9th standard. This is a 
fact also mentioned in the ASER data and also could be gained by interaction with 
eminent government school teachers. 

A support which students have preferred overtime to enhance their learning 
abilities or to score better is taking up private tuitions. The Parham survey also 
had data regarding this issue. On the basis of the survey, they observed that private 
inputs into children’s education, such as private schooling and private tutoring, are 
widespread. And their influence on the learning outcomes of students is 
substantial. In 2012,of all students in std V in rural areas, the % of students from 
Government school who did not take private tuitions were 54.5% and those of 
Government schools who did go for private tuitions was 18.8%. About 45% of 
students of 5th standard in rural India had private input in their education (be it 
through private tuition or private schooling).The influence of additional inputs in 
the form of tuition on children’s ability to read or to do arithmetic was clear. 
Whether enrolled in government schools or in private schools, children receiving 
this additional support have better learning outcomes than those who do not. And 
behind this fact lies the truth that it is more and more difficult for the students of 
government schools as they come from poor social backgrounds and thus they lag 
behind in their learning outcomes. 

The problem with the system of tuitions is that they would result in bringing 
neglect on part of teachers if majority of students in a class go for private tuitions. 
Also they would result in making it difficult for students who cannot afford tuitions 
to compete with those who actually are able to. 

Following are the trends observed of students taking paid tuitions overtime from 
ASER data: 
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Table 13: % of children attending tuitions 

 

 

The above table presents important trends school-wise. The percentage of 
government school students who have been attending paid tuitions has been 
almost stagnant around 23% from 2009 to 2012 whereas that of private schools 
has decreased in 2012 compared to 2009 but still increased if compared to 2011. 

The implication of these facts is many: 

Firstly that a majority of government school students cannot afford private tuitions 
and also that a stagnant proportion of these school kids going for private tuitions 
reflects the fact that there has been no improvement overtime in government 
schools to make the students confident enough of the knowledge they gain in 
schools to easily avoid tuitions. 

Secondly it is a known fact that the fees for private schools are higher than 
government school fees and thus the students in private schools could be 
considered financially stable as compared to the government school students. Still 
the percentage of students going for paid private tuitions has gone down for 
private schools. This is an indicator of improving conditions of private schools, as 
overtime less percent of students have come to depend on private coachings. The 
fact also comes out that the government school students would have to come out 
and compete with the kids from these private schools.  

A probable reason behind students being dependant on private tuitions could be 
that students taking tuitions have actually been observed from the ASER-2012 data 
as to having better learning abilities than those not taking tuitions  
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Figure 5: Trends overtime of students taking Private tuitions 

  

As observed from above table, percentage of students from government schools of 
standard 3 to 5 who could do subtraction or more has been lower than the 
percentage of students from private schools for both category of students namely 
tuition taking and non-tuition taking categories and also that the total percentage 
continuously fell from 2009 to 2012. If comparing within categories for 
government schools, for each year the percentage of 3rd to 5th standard students 
who could perform basic subtraction or more has been higher for the category of 
students taking tuitions. Similar is the trend for students of standard 3rd to 5th who 
could read standard one text or more. Thus something that is quiet prominent is 
the much poorer condition of government school students in terms of learning 
abilities and dependence on private tuitions. 

 

Figure 6: learning abilities of those who took tuitions 
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Pratichi trust which conducted survey in regions of West Bengal and parts of 
Jharkhand also came out with certain facts about private tuitions. According to its 
survey there has been an increase in the dependence on private tuition. The 
proportion of children relying on private tuition had gone up quite a bit (64 per 
cent from 57 per cent for the students of standard primary schools, and 58 per 
cent from 24 per cent for SSK children for 2011). The only reason behind this rise 
was stated not only some increase in incomes and the affordability of having 
private tuition, but also an intensification of the general conviction among the 
parents that private tuition is something “unavoidable” if it can be at all afforded 
(78 per cent of the parents believed that it was “unavoidable” - up from 62 per 
cent).For those who did not have arrangements for private tuition, 54 per cent 
indicated that they did not go for it only because they could not afford the cost. 
India is one of the very few countries in the world in which private tuition is 
thought to be necessary even at the earliest stages of primary education. Reliance 
on private tuition for very young children is unknown not only in Europe and 
America, but also in many developing countries as well like China. 
 
4.2 Condition of Government schools in Delhi: 

Following is the information obtained from the DISE state card about the 
government schools in the capital: 

Table 14 : Condition of Government schools in Delhi 

Total no. of schools 5064 

No. of Government schools 2782 

No. of private schools 2282 

No. of government schools in rural 
areas 431 

% of single class room schools 0 

% of schools with electricity 99.8 

% of schools with computers 93.4 

% enrolment in gov.schools 61.8 

% of schools with playgrounds 80.1 

% of school with drinking water 
facility 100 

 

Around 50% of the schools in Delhi are government aided. The Capital is the best 
in terms of provision of infrastructural facilities compared to the other states 
whose tables have been given in the previous section. A single visit to some of the 
government schools of Delhi would be enough for one to easily picture the fact that 
infrastructure is not an area where these schools are struggling for but other 
requirements like proper discipline, involvement of parents in providing a proper 
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environment back home, extra-curricular activities (not only sports), inspection 
system, efficiency of teachers mostly at the primary level. 

Presently what exists in the capital can be called a general notion against the 
Government aided schools. Such schools are generally criticised on the basis of the 
school environment, and the quality of results produced. On the basis of a research 
in these schools in Delhi, one could confidently comment that such a notion should 
not be generalised. 

 For the matter of fact Government schools in Delhi could be categorised. Such a 
categorisation would contain the following categories: 

a) Those schools which lie in urban areas where all Government funds are 
properly utilised, have all the factors mentioned in the previous section and 
there is proper discipline thus leading to a good school with appreciable results 
which is no less than a private school. 

b) Those schools which lie in urban areas with all required facilities, still are not 
able to produce good results due to certain factors. 

c) Those schools, mostly lying in rural areas where there are no proper facilities. 
Accountability of teachers remains a major issue in such schools. 

d) Those schools lying in those districts of this country which are poverty ridden. 
In such places, it is difficult even to persuade the guardians to send their 
children to school. Such schools lack in resources, thus factors like pupil – 
teacher ratio remains a major issue in such schools. 

Now the observations made by field visits to some of these school could be 
summarized in the following manner:  
4.2.1  Infrastructure and facilities in the school:  
Against the common notion that all the Government schools lack in infrastructure, 
out of all the schools visited only one (rural area school) had a problem with 
infrastructural facilities. 
The main check-outs are proper toilet facilities, drinking water, proper and 
adequate number of class-rooms and a play ground. 
Generalising the observation, toilet facilities and drinking water are no more a 
major problem with the Government schools of Delhi. Leaving some extreme 
exceptions, most of the schools in Delhi do not have a problem with these facilities. 
However sanitation still remains a problem. A worker in a particular school in 
urban area complained that students generally do not use flushes leaving the 
toilets dirty. Also there was this one school in a village of Delhi (let it be school X) 
which neither had drinking water facility nor proper running water in toilets. A 
father of a student of this school (10th standard) mentioned that due to the lack of 
proper toilet facilities, there have been instances when students are sent back to 
their homes when wanting to go to toilet! 
Number of class rooms was not an issue in most of these senior secondary 
Government schools. However the benches and tables in some of the rural area 
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schools were not very good. Infact there were unmended broken benches as well. 
There were chart-papers on the walls but mostly torn (talking about classes 6th 
and 7th). On the other hand, there are schools in urban areas of Delhi, with class-
rooms which can compete with those of many private schools. There is one 
primary Government school in a rural area of Delhi, where there were lesser 
number of class-rooms than required (8 class rooms and 11 classes). Thus 
sometimes two of the lower classes were merged. This remains a fact that could 
lead to discipline issues, as it becomes difficult for a single teacher to handle a large 
size of class-room. 
There were playgrounds in almost all schools (be it small in some).Another 
upcoming essential infrastructural requirement remains that of computers, which 
is ignored by almost all government schools. There was a school, which had 
computers but not in working condition and mostly schools were such that they 
had one or two computers which could not be accessed by students. 
Thus examining the infrastructural facilities in government schools of Delhi, it can 
be concluded that, infrastructure is a major problem in the rural area schools, 
promotion of use of computers and employing experts in computers to teach 
students is required, and maintenance of class room furniture is an urgent 
requirement to have a proper class-room environment. 
4.2.2 Teachers’ accountability:  
This is a factor which has improved a lot over time, as observed in the Government 
schools of Delhi. Attendance is computerised now, thus a teacher cannot take 
frequent leaves. For a year a teacher gets 8 CLs (maternity leaves being an 
exception). If a teacher takes leaves beyond the number of CLs, then it affects the 
salary negatively. Also the directorate of education, Delhi maintains a site 
http://delhi.gov.in/wps/wcm/connect/doit_education/Education/Home/Attende
nce+Report/ 
The page displays the attendance of the employees in the Govt. schools of the DOE. 
This is a unique attempt by the Department for fairplay, transparency, as the 
'Attendance Register' of almost the whole of the Department is put on public 
display. The Employee Attendance Report also facilitates an objective inspection, 
as the attendance of all the schools are on display for the purview of the officers of 
the Department. Each Govt. school under the DOE submits the attendance of its 
employees online everyday specifying the number of employees on leave, on duty, 
absent, suspended, other leave or vacation. It also specifies the nature of leave 
taken. The attendance is marked daily. 
The above factors make sure that the teachers are not irregular to school. However 
accountability of teachers in the school i.e. if they are regular to their respective 
classes or just come to the schools to sit in the staff room, completely depends 
upon the Principal of the school. If the principal of a school is strict enough then 
the teachers are also efficient. A worker in a school in the village of Delhi 
commented, “Jaise bacche vaise teachere, vo to class me both kam jaate hai. 
Humare Principal Sir bade bhole se hai, unki baat koi ni sunnta hai”. On the other 
hand a parent of a child in another rural area Government school mentioned that 
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the problem was not at all with the teachers, they were very efficient. According to 
this parent, the problem was lying in the fact that the teachers had no control over 
the students. 

4.2.3 Frequency of parent-teacher meets and the satisfaction amongst 

parents: 

In Government schools, parents are allowed to come to come to the school any 
time, to discuss any problem related to their kids. Also separate parent-teacher 
meets are held in all the schools visited till now for this project. 
However the satisfaction level among the parents was not very good. On asking 
about the school from one of the parents residing in a village who had come to get 
his child admitted to 11th standard in the government school in the same village, he 
said the school was not at all good. He mentioned that he was getting his child 
admitted to this very school as no other school would take his child. 
This parent was Haryanvi, and on asking him where according to him was the 
problem lying, he mentioned that kids were not motivated to study. Teachers, let 
be as efficient however, did not have a control over the kids. This is because they 
were not allowed to punish the kids. For a wonder this parent was in favour of 
punishments! Also he criticised as did many other teachers, the law of promoting 
all the children till 8th standard. He said that because of this rule, the students till 
8th were not bothered to study and thus, the whole burden fell on them in 9th 
standard. This burden was particularly higher on government school kids because 
their base of knowledge is much poorer than those in private schools. 
Interacting with a teacher about how supportive parents were, he mentioned that 
these kids come from backgrounds where parents are more than supportive to the 
child’s mischiefs and were never ready to accept their child’s mistakes. This 
motivated the child to be even more mischievous and thus ignore studies. 
4.2.4 Extra-curricular activities in schools:  
Every school had a playground, thus activities other than studies are promoted in 
government schools of Delhi. However discipline is something required in sports 
as well and most of these schools lack in this area. Also like mentioned earlier, 
activities like debates are not very popular among the Government school 
students. On asking a teacher about this, he mentioned that they tried keeping such 
competitions, but students were mostly reluctant in participating in such activities. 
4.2.5 Mid-Day meal scheme:  
All of the schools (rural as well as urban) visited under the field visit had their mid-
day meals served regularly and without any kind of default encountered. 
4.2.6 Reputation of these schools results and overall results:  
During the research, one would also come across the fact that in the capital, people 
have the tendency of transferring their kids from one government school to 
another government school if after completing the primary schooling, the child is 
automatically admitted to a senior secondary school which the parents believe not 
to be very good. However visiting most of these ‘ill reputed schools’, against the 
general expectations they turned out to be good ones. No problems with the 
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infrastructure as well as faculty would be found in most of the schools. Also the 
10th and 12th standard result of most of these schools in the capital would turn out 
to be around 100% with only some students landing up with compartments. 
However on an average, very few could score above 80% or even distinction. Still 
this is the condition with most of the government schools, but still the reputation 
of some particular schools would be found comparatively worse, because of the 
larger chunk of students coming from rowdy backgrounds because of which the 
discipline in these schools are always at stake. 
One would also find schools (government aided) with a really good reputation 
having won the state level awards. Interacting with some of the students of these 
schools, one would get to know that about students who earlier were studying in 
private schools but then shifted to these government schools because of the very 
good reputation of these schools. Teachers in these schools are in general very 
approachable and the class-room environment also very amiable. 
If examining the results of the rural area schools of the capital, one would not find 
very good results, with a certain percentage of students having failed in the 12th 
standard. 
However the highest score in 12th boards in Delhi was a student from a 
government school in South-West of Delhi. And this very fact reflects that there is 
some flaw with government schools, but can certainly be tackled. 
The facts mentioned in the previous sub-sections point out to a certain conclusion. 
That is the government schools of Delhi do have an upper hand compared to the 
other states, as these are situated in the capital city. The major two factors 
providing this upper hand would be easy accessibility to higher authorities; 
another would a system of continuous inspection of these schools (at least in the 
senior secondary schools). The second point is relevant because in smaller districts 
and villages of other states officers are often reluctant to travel for inspection 
purpose, due to the long distances involved in the travel. Thus in such cases, the 
authorities are completely uninformed of the pathetic condition of these schools 
and the misuse of funds happening in them. 
The government schools of Delhi are however not flawless. One can come up with 
a table containing the pupil-teacher ratio and results of 12th boards of about 53 
government schools in Delhi to observe a trend, and if there exists a correlation 
between the two variables.Following were the steps for coming up with the table:  

i. A Record was made of the total no. of teachers in each of the government 
schools by subtracting the non-teaching staff from the total no. of employees 
(from the site of directorate of education, Delhi for maintain the attendance of 
the employees of government schools). 

ii. The enrolment in these schools and the pass percentage were obtained from 
the same site.  

iii. Then the enrolment in schools was divided by the teaching staff to get the 
Pupil-teacher ratio.  
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Thus the table figured out following the above steps is below: 

Table 15 : Pupil-teacher ratio and pass percentage of 53 Government schools of Delhi 
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The average pupil-teacher ratio for these schools is 37.03.  
On an average the pass percentage in these schools turn out to be 97.56.  
The 53 schools contain most of the types of government schools in Delhi, namely 
SKV, GBSSS, GGSSS and SV. 
To check out if a relation exists between the pupil-teacher ratio and the pass 
percentage of the schools, a scatter diagram can be formed out: 
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Figure 7 : correlation between pupil-teacher ratio and pass percentage in 12th boards 

 

As can be seen, no perfect positive or negative relation exists between the student-
teacher ratio and the result of students in final boards. However we cannot rule 
out the fact that the pupil-teacher does indicate the attention each student gets 
from the teacher. Also considering the fact that it is not the only indicator as the 
class size is also a vital indicator of this very important factor.  
On basis of the field visits in the government schools of Delhi, one could easily 
identify that on average the class size in government schools on an average 
remains around 40. Also, as mentioned above the pupil teacher ratio on an average 
is approximately 37. This is not very bad numerically if compared with the private 
schools in Delhi which are good enough, as the class size and student-teacher ratio 
in these schools are much the same. Still the fact remains that the social 
background of most of the students in the government schools of Delhi is very 
different from that of the students whose guardians can afford private schools for 
their wards. The students of the government schools thus need much more 
attention and dedication from teachers’ side as their guardians are generally not 
literate enough to guide them properly. Thus on the basis of this theory at least, 
one can easily point out that the pupil-teacher ratio in the governments schools of 
Delhi needs to improve i.e. it needs to decrease. 
 
4.2.7 Primary schooling system in Delhi: 
Primary schooling could be considered the foundation of a students’ school life and 
if given a proper foundation at this level, the child would face lesser problems at 
secondary levels. However the condition of the primary schools in Delhi is poor as 
compared to the secondary ones. The main reasons that could be recognised are 
possibly an ignorant attitude amongst the teachers who are much busier in their 
personal lives to get involved with the students well and a poor inspection system 
at the primary level.  
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If a child is able to get a proper education at the primary level, then one can 
guarantee proper response to studies for the rest of the schooling period from the 
child’s side. Especially for the students of government schools of Delhi who are 
mostly facing problems in coping up with the studies of higher classes majorly 
because of the environment back home and their social backgrounds they come 
from. In such a case if they are proper learning abilities at primary levels, then at 
least they would have a strong base. 
 In Delhi, primary schools (classes till 5th) come under the Municipal Corporation, 
in contrast to the secondary ones which are accountable to the Directorate of 
education. The condition of these schools is poorer than the secondary ones in 
terms of efficiency of teachers and the inspection system in the school. However 
the need of the hour is a much more efficient system of schooling at the primary 
level so that a child can cope up with the level of studies in higher classes. Thus 
teachers and the principal of a primary school need to make sure that the 
knowledge grasped by the students is up to the required level. To ensure that, 
teachers need to be made accountable for the performance of the students.  
 
Concluding about the condition of government schools in Delhi, one could mention 
that on the whole the condition is much better than that of other states. However 
there still exist some problems which need to be mended like the promotion of 
certain extra-curricular activities in these schools (like debate competitions and 
quizzes); the in school accountability of teachers whether after coming to school 
they are regular in their classes or simply are seen in the staff rooms (this is a 
problem observable mostly in the rural area schools); discipline which can be 
improved only if the highest authority of a school i.e. the principal is strict enough 
(strictness here is not indicating towards physical punishments, but one who is 
intolerant to indiscipline whether by students or by teachers. This would also take 
care of the problem of accountability of teachers). 
 
4.3 Some issues which need special attention: 
Some of the government school related issues which are common problems for 
the government schools of all the states (including states like Delhi which are 
much sorted in terms of infrastructure and enrolment related issues), are as 
follows: 
1. The problem of dropout from schools. 
2. Availability of teachers, their condition and salaries and the pupil-teacher ratio 

and student-classroom ratio. 
3. Involvement and support of parents or guardians of these students 

 
4.3.1 The problem of dropout from schools: 

Dropping out is when after enrolling oneself in a particular class in a school, a child 
does not complete the schooling years either by will or under circumstantial 
pressure. This problem is pervasive in the Indian education system. Many children, 
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who enter school are unable to complete education and multiple factors are 
responsible for children dropping out of school. 
Reducing dropout is one of the important keys to increasing access to basic 
education. The focus of SSA & RTE has been to universalize education, it has 
basically been on expanding the infrastructure, appointing teachers, ensuring that 
schools are at walk able distances, and so on. All this is undoubtedly needed. But a 
big problem facing the schooling system is that over 50% of children who join up 
in Class I drop out by Class VIII. The category of children who never attended 
school is fast a fast diminishing category. 
School dropout adds to illiteracy, and since the benefits that accrue to a country by 
having a literate population are multidimensional it becomes imperative to study 
the determinants of school drop-outs. Mostly the students dropping out are those 
who are poverty- ridden, generally the ones belonging to the government aided 
schools. The reasons that could be behind this are as follows: 
a) Guardians are unable to realize the importance of education and do not prefer 

the opportunity cost of money they can earn by engaging their children into 
some sought of labor. Thus there is a persisting pressure from the family. 

b) Sometimes children themselves are unwilling to study (generally after 
completing their 10th) after the desire to earn. And because of the lack of 
proper guidance back home and also not much attachment with their schools, 
such students land up dropping out. In such cases, there is a lack of awareness 
of the better future they could get through proper education.  

c) Gender is also sometimes a factor, as mostly girls are the ones who are forced 
to drop out.  

d)  Mostly the students studying in government schools are the ones who belong 
to the families of daily wage earners who keep changing their source of earning 
and thus their residences. In such cases children generally have to change their 
schools frequently, and there could be cases where the distance factor leads to 
the children dropping out as the parents are not much bothered.  

 

From the statistics of school education of HRD ministry, the following table was 
figured out: 

Table 16: Dropout rate gender wise 

 
 

The above table gives the level wise dropout rate for school education for the year 
2010-2011. It indicates the fact that the dropout rate is the lowest for primary 
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classes and increases with inclusion of higher classes gender-wise as well as on the 
whole. 

Table 17: Dropout rate, state and class wise 

 

 
As is visible from the above table, at the primary level dropout rate is high in Bihar, 
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal and Assam. At the upper primary level till 
8th and secondary level till 10th Rajasthan has the highest dropout rate. Close to it 
are Assam, Bihar and West Bengal. Himachal Pradesh is the best performer 
according to the above table in terms of dropouts with 16% of dropout for classes 
one to tenth, followed by the capital as the second best performer. 

 For the country as whole there is an increasing trend in the dropout as higher 
classes are considered. 
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Figure 8 : overtime behaviour of the dropout rates 

The x-axis in the above diagram accounts for classes from class 1 to the classes 
mentioned on the axis. The trend is of an increase in dropouts at a constant rate 
with inclusion of higher classes. 

Relation: Dropout rates and schools 

The condition of schools is one of the determinants of dropout rates however. 
When the environment of the schools are such that they are not able to seek the 
interest of the students, then the students who are not able to realize or do not 
know the importance of education, prefer to dropout. Such an environment 
comprises of ignorant teachers, poor infrastructure, dull class room environment 
and non-availability of books in some cases. The condition of non-availability of 
books arises when the grants given by the Government to buy the school books are 
much less than the actual market rate of these books. This could also happen when 
the books are not available in the market at all. This was the case till two years 
back in West Bengal, where students were given grants to buy books but the books 
were not available in the market. Thus now what the government does is providing 
students with printed books. 

As is visible from table 2, most of the states have a lower dropout rate at the 
primary level as compared to the upper primary and secondary level. This fact also 
is relevant to the condition of the schools. For primary classes, it is comparatively 
easier for students to manage without books sometimes or even if the teachers are 
a little ignorant. This is because studies are easier at primary classes, as compared 
to upper primary and secondary classes. However, it is difficult for students of 
higher classes to cope up with such conditions. And because of this, students get 
more and more disinterested in studies and land up dropping out. Two factors 
related to schools have been considered till now which affect the dropout rates, 
these are the quality of education and attitude & ability of teachers. There is also a 
third factor, which is the distance from the schools. This leaves more of an impact 
on the dropout rates at the upper primary and secondary level schools which are 
fewer in number in rural areas and small districts. Thus after completing the 
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primary school students have to travel long for higher classes and thus sometimes 
(especially girls) prefer dropping out. 

If we consider the drop outs in Delhi alone, a study conducted by Sunita Chugh in 
the slums of Delhi presents the probable reasons behind dropouts. The study is 
based on the data collected from 33 schools of Delhi which the children living in 
slum areas were attending. The major role of both the family and school related 
factors in high dropouts was revealed and these two factors appeared to be highly 
correlated with each other. It was also found that poverty and financial constraints 
were not the only reasons behind but also adolescents dropped out because the 
schools did not respond appropriately to their special educational needs forcing 
them to dropout. 

Some studies indicated that poor academic achievement leads to dropping out 
(Ekstrom et al., 1986; Goldschmidt & Wang, 1999; Rumberger, 1995; Rumberger & 
Larson, 1998; Swanson & Scheider, 1999; Colclough et al 2000; Boyle et al, 2002; 
Hunter and May, 2003; Liu 2004). The dropout phenomenon has been observed to 
be very intricate with multiple interwoven factors responsible for leading to this 
complex situation. There is a need of additional academic support required to 
continue in school and overcome issues arising from household characteristics of 
children living in slums and if school is expected to meet them. It was found from 
the mentioned paper by Sunita Chugh that family background such as low socio-
economic and educational status of the parents is significantly correlated with the 
phenomenon of dropping out with about one fifth of the sample children dropping 
out due to financial constraints. 

Data from household survey on the reasons for dropping out of school at the 
secondary level revealed that economic reasons and school related reasons are 
both equally important. The main finding of the study was that youngsters do not 
drop out merely because they are poor but also because by the time they reach 
secondary level of education, they accumulate a strong history of school failure 
which puts them at higher risk of dropping out. School failure due to poor 
comprehension, discrimination in the class, poor teaching-learning process is a 
cumulative process which needs to be tackled early, right from primary or 
elementary education to secondary education especially in the schools which the 
financially poor students can afford.  

Referring to the tables given in section 4.1.1, one could analyse the dropout rates 
with respect to states. The dropout rate between classes I to V i.e. at the primary 
level was the worst in Uttar Pradesh at 11.9%, followed by Rajasthan and West 
Bengal at 7.8% and 6.6% respectively.  

4.3.2 The Role of teachers in schooling and their condition (for government 
schools in particular):  
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The role and importance of teachers in a school is indispensable. If a teacher is able 
to get involved in the class and well with students the students become confident 
enough. This makes it easier for them to tackle studies as they would have a 
teacher to discuss their problems. For desired output or results in a school it is 
necessary for the teachers in the school to be qualified enough, well trained, a low 
pupil-teacher ratio is also a requirement as important because it becomes difficult 
for any teacher to concentrate on each child if the class size is huge.Section 4.2.5 
gave an idea of the status of pupil-teacher ratio in the capital. Other problem is the 
shortage of teachers or lack of availability of required number of teachers.  

Teachers’ availability is a major factor determining the condition of the 
government schools. Pupil-teacher ratio in a very well reputed government school 
is around 30, beyond that it is considered to be burdensome for the teachers to 
manage the class room. There exists the problem of poor caliber of the teachers 
teaching mostly in rural areas. The Teachers’ Eligibility Test have been adopted by 
some states, Delhi being one of them. However the result of this test has been very 
poor overtime. States like UP have their own criteria for selecting teachers. An 
unqualified teacher makes the situation of government schools even worse 
because they turn out misguiding the students. 
Country-wide the required qualification for recruiting a government school 
teacher varies with the level of education. Those applying for primary education 
need to have at least passed 12th boards, for teaching at secondary level at least 
graduation from a recognised university is required, and for teaching higher 
secondary students at least post graduation is required from respective university. 

Proper payment to the government school teachers is necessary for providing 
proper incentives to the teachers to give the best of their skills. If one considers the 
system of payments to the government school teachers in India, the pay scale 
varies with state, town; city etc. The minimum pay for a government teacher is Rs 
5000 with the addition of other benefits. The government teachers who have 
joined school get a salary of Rs 10000 in Tamil Nadu where as in Bihar the same 
teacher might get Rs 8000. But if the teacher is highly qualified she / he may earn 
Rs 25000- 50000.10 The problem is not the amount but timely payments. 
Interacting with the teachers of rural areas of Madhya Pradesh and Bihar, one 
would come across the fact that there have been cases when teachers are not paid 
salaries for months. This leads to reluctance on part of teachers when it comes to 
getting interactive with students, addressing their queries and teaching them well. 
However the pay scale of the government teachers keeps on increasing with the 

                                                             
 

10http://www.recruitmentnews.in/government-jobs-for-teachers-teachers-recruitment-in-various-

government-sectors/5814/ 

  

http://www.recruitmentnews.in/government-jobs-for-teachers-teachers-recruitment-in-various-government-sectors/5814/
http://www.recruitmentnews.in/government-jobs-for-teachers-teachers-recruitment-in-various-government-sectors/5814/
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time and addition to it the government teacher gets secured their future after 
retirement by getting pension. 

Talking of the pupil-teacher ratio explicitly, one can come up with the following 
table showing the pupil-teacher ratio for various states for the year 2010-2011: 

Table 18: Pupil-teacher ratio 

11 

 
As the above table indicates, Bihar is the state with the worst (highest) pupil-
teacher ratio relatively. Also inspite of proper salaries, the condition in Uttar 
Pradesh is not appreciable; this also reflects the lack of availability of teachers 
leaving an impact on the pupil-teacher ratio.  
The figure for total number of government school teachers in the country (as 
available from the DISE data) is 4312948. There is an acute shortage in the total 
number of government school teachers in India. Considering a recent fact, 
according to a report of The Times of India, about 631 posts of teachers in 
government aided schools were vacant as revealed on June 2013 in Mumbai. 
 
As mentioned in the previous section, at times students prefer to dropout of 
schools if they do not get the satisfactory environment in schools and classes. 

                                                             
 

11 Statistics of school education, MHRD 
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Teachers play an important role making the classroom environment amiable for 
students. Pedagogy is referred to as an art of teaching. Effective teachers use an 

array of teaching strategies because there is no single, universal approach that suits all 

situations. Different strategies used in different combinations with different groups of 

students would improve learning outcomes. Some strategies are better suited to certain 

student backgrounds, learning styles and abilities. Effective pedagogy pertains to   

incorporating an array of teaching strategies that support intellectual engagement, 

connectedness to the wider world, supportive classroom environments, and recognition 

of difference, should be implemented across all key learning and subject areas.12 

Teachers’ attendance in schools is an indicator of the accountability of teachers in 

school. The government schools of Delhi are not facing this as a big challenge; the case 

is not the same when it comes to other states. However due to the paucity of data a 

general comment cannot be made about other states in relation to this indicator, 

however according to a report by TOI (April, 2013), the low attendance of teachers as 
well as students in government primary schools is still a matter of concern. The 
attendance of teachers in primary schools of Bihar has gone down to 78%in 2012. 
Though students attendance has slightly increased from 50% to 55% in the 2012. 

According to a ‘working group report elementary education and literacy under the 
12th Five year plan 2012-2017 by the Dept. of school education and literacy, MHRD 
,GOI’, a shortcoming of the SSA has been Inadequate attention to teacher vacancies in 

the state sector: The fact is that despite recognizing the central role of teachers in 

improving the quality of education, the progress in filling up the teacher vacancies has not 

been encouraging, particularly in states faced with greater shortage of teachers. 

 
 
4.3.3 Involvement and support of parents or guardians of these students: 

The involvement of the guardians is significant to make sure that schools are up to 
the mark. Also frequent parent-teacher meetings are essential so that parents are 
updated of the improvements in their children. This is much more essential in case 
of government schools. These is because parents generally lack confidence in these 
schools and sometimes prefer not sending their children to schools rather than 
sending them to government schools thus an involvement, and frequent 
assessment of the child’s improvement through parent teacher meets would 
ensure the credibility of the school to them and also would also make the schools 
accountable. 

                                                             
 

12 Quality in school education: by institute for studies in industrial development. 
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The RTE act of 2009, made the formation of School Management Committees 
(SMC) mandatory for all government aided schools. The role of these committees is 
to plan, monitor and implement the SSA and RTE. An SMC has to work towards 
achieving proper and smooth functioning of a school, by catering to its 
infrastructure needs, mid-day meal programs and ensuring a better learning 
environment for students. A school development plan (S.D.P) is prepared and 
shared with government officials. As per RTE guidelines an SMC is a 12 member 
committee comprising parents and community representatives. 13Though almost 
all states policies include SMCs, variations exist in actual practices. In places where 
communities have been involved actively, school functioning has improved 
significantly14.  

Thus very existence of such committees has proved to be very helpful to 
government schools and thus it is an imperative need for such committees to be 
very active and do regular assessments of the schools and be firm. 

 

4.4 Gap analysis 
Goal no. 2 of the Millennium Development Goals (2011) is to ensure that by 2015 
children everywhere, boys-girls alike will be able to complete full course of 
primary education. Government is working towards achieving this goal, by 
improving government schools and building more and more of them in the regions 
where they are not accessible under the Sarva Shiksha Mission (SSA). There have 
been committed initiatives by the Government and its successful initiatives, to 
achieve and maintain the universalisation of Primary education and such as to lead 
to sustained cent percent youth literacy by 2015 is a goal. 

Under the SSA government also aims at improving the present situation of 
government aided schools and huge amount of funds every year are also provided 
for the same. In the budget 2013-2014, An allocation of Rs.65,869 crore for the 

sector in the Union budget for 2013-14, an increase of a little over 7% from that for the 

last fiscal year for capacity building and job led education. Of the total education 
outlay, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) was allocated Rs.27,258 increasing from 
Rs.4667crore in 2004 for implementing the Right to Education Act. The previous 
Union budget for 2012-13 had pegged an outlay of Rs.61,427 crore for education, 
including Rs.25,555 crore for SSA. Terming education a “high priority” for the 
government, the finance minister increased allocation for the elementary, 
secondary education moderately. The budget also allocated Rs.49,659 crore to the 
school education sector that caters to over 230 million students. The sector got a 
moderate Rs.3,690-crore hike from the previous budget estimate. This comprises 
                                                             
 

13 http://ngospeaks.wordpress.com/2012/02/20/interview-school-management-committee-gps-ukhimath/ 
14 Ramachandran, 2001;Govinda and Diwan, 2003 

http://ngospeaks.wordpress.com/2012/02/20/interview-school-management-committee-gps-ukhimath/
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the SSA allocation, Rs.13,215 crore for the mid-day meal scheme and Rs.3,983 
crore for the Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA), a scheme to 
universalize secondary education and curb the high drop-out rate.  

Inspite of this amount of investment, where does the gap lie is an important area of 
inspection. 

4.4.1 Corruption under the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan and Mid-Day meal 
scheme: 

According to a report by an expert panel formed by the Union ministry of human 
resource in 2008 development describes the schemes as “fraudulent” and plagued 
with “malpractice and corruption”. The panel also found discrepancies in the high 
enrolment and low dropout numbers quoted by several state governments.Having 
toured the states of Assam, West Bengal, Jharkhand, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya 
Pradesh, Gujarat, Maharashtra and Karnataka to evaluate implementation of the 
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan and midday meal scheme, the expert panel rated Karnataka 
and Maharashtra among the best, while Bihar and Uttar Pradesh are predictably 
the worst.It said officials used funds meant to spread primary education through 
the SSA to buy expensive cars and air-conditioners, to upgrade their offices to the 
level of those at corporate houses, and to buy photocopiers and fax machines even 
when not required. While all this went on, the report alleges, “children returned 
home hungry and deprived of their midday meals”15. 

According to a report by the Economic times in 2010, following the British 
Government's inquiry into the manner in which funds from Department for 
International Development (DFID) have been used for India's elementary 
education programme, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, it has been found that millions of 
pounds of aid for education and the 'Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan' has disappeared into 
the depths of corruption without any benefit to the poor children. The monetary 
figure on the corruption ranges from 70 million pounds to 340 million pounds, as 
reported by the British media. Also, according to the Comptroller and Auditor 
General's report, almost 14 million pounds were spent on items and luxuries that 
had nothing to do with schools.16 

                                                             
 

15 http://infochangeindia.org/education/news/expert-report-criticises-popular-ssa-and-

midday-meal-scheme.html 

 
16 
http://www.siliconindia.com/shownews/Fund_for_Sarva_Shiksha_Abhiyan_spent_on_babus_luxuri
es-nid-68820-cid-7.html 

http://www.siliconindia.com/shownews/Fund_for_Sarva_Shiksha_Abhiyan_spent_on_babus_luxuries-nid-68820-cid-7.html
http://www.siliconindia.com/shownews/Fund_for_Sarva_Shiksha_Abhiyan_spent_on_babus_luxuries-nid-68820-cid-7.html
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According to the accountability initiatives report by Avani Kapur, the Government 
of India allocation for education in fiscal year 2012-2013 was Rs. 74,056 crore. Out 
of which, SSA was allocated Rs. 25,555 crore. In Fiscal year 2010-2011, 70% of 
allocated funds for SSA was actually spent. In Fiscal year 2010-2011, allocation for 
teachers accounted for 40% of total SSA budget. School infrastructure accounted 
for 36 % and children accounted for 14%.17 

4.4.2 Gaps realised during the field visits: 

The above mentioned were the loop holes in the schemes on a macro level i.e. how 
the funds allocated by the Government do not reach the schools. These funds are 
basically for teacher trainings, school infrastructure and for school relevant 
expenses of students. However examining few schools at a micro level in urban and 
rural areas of Delhi, as well as going through certain secondary literature, it would 
be evident that there are many schools which inspite of proper infrastructure, 
properly trained teachers and financial support to the students are not doing quiet 
well. The probable reasons are the mentioned problems faced by Government 
schools other than the three assistances by the Government under the SSA. Thus 
the major issues which create a gap, between the steps taken and proper 
development of these schools are: 

 Accountability of teachers regularly coming to the school. 
 Lack of discipline amongst the students due to the poor family background of 

the students. 
 Dependence on private tuitions by a major chunk of the class: This leaves a 

negative impact on those students who are not able to access tuitions and also 
an easy go attitude amongst certain teachers. Such teachers do not give their 
100% to the students believing that private tutors would certainly help them. 

 Frequent drop out of students from one school and thus frequent rate of 
change of schools or sometimes permanent drop- out. This happens with 
students whose guardians have a frequently changing source or a temporary 
source of earning. For example those labourers working on construction sites. 

 Lack of motivation among students due to the compulsory promotion rule. In 
one particular senior secondary school i.e. from 6th standard to 12th standard 
(urban) in Delhi, a teacher mentioned that in every class (till 8th) there are 
about 10% of students who flunk and are promoted forcefully. In a primary 

                                                             
 

17 http://www.academia.edu/1641926/Sarva_Shiksha_Abhiyan_2012-13 
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school in the village of Delhi, in every class about 4 to 5 kids flunk in a class of 
40 students. 
After passing without any criteria, these kids would find it difficult to cope up 
when they enter the 9th standard and thus flunk. It’s not that this is a rule 
applicable only to government schools but the consequences are worse in 
government schools as compared to private schools. This is because this very 
law aggravates the negative impact of other problems faced by government 
schools and not generally by private schools. 
 

The problem of accountability of teachers regularly coming to the school and that 
of poor discipline can only be solved by making sure that the highest authority in 
the school is strict enough like mentioned before and this can be done by ensuring 
a proper selection of the Principals of the government schools by looking at past 
records or how authoritative they have been in the past. 
Rest all mentioned issues are those for which government has not taken any action 
or for a matter has not considered them at all. 

 

4.5 Education Development Index 2006-2007:  

The Education Development Index is an effort by the National University for 
Education Planning and Administration (NUEPA) and the Ministry of Human 
Resource and Development (MHRD) to find out where the states stand in terms of 
provision of school education. The index is based on the data by the District 
Information System for Education (DISE).  
The index covers 23 indicators divided under four sub-groups or parameters. The 
four parameters are access, infrastructure, teachers and outcome indicators. Under 
the access indicators, two indicators namely, percentage of un-served habitations 
and availability of schools per thousand child population are used. Factors which 
have accounted for infrastructure in the index are school-classroom ratio, drinking 
water and toilet facilities in the schools. Pupil-teacher ratio and the total number of 
teachers are covered under the third parameters. Percentage of teachers without 
professional qualifications, gross-enrolment ratio gender and caste wise, dropout 
rate, repetition rate, no. of students who appeared in exams and of those who 
appeared, the number who could score more than 60% of marks comprise the 
outcome indicators in the report.  

The following chart gives the indicators in detail: 
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Table 19 : Indicators of the Education Development Indicators 

 

 
 
 
 
Now coming to Delhi’s ranking on the EDI ranking list for the Indian states. The 
index value for Delhi for the year 2006-2007 was 0.767 thus giving the capital the 
top-most rank. Following the recent ranking, Kerala is ranked one and is followed 
by Delhi at the second position. The ranking does provide with a positive 
indication for Delhi. However there are certain factors which have not been 
covered under this index, these factors remain mostly qualitative and some 
quantitative (which leave a qualitative impact). 
Those could be summarized under the following points: 
 
a) EDI accounts only for the total recruitment of teachers in schools but not their 

attendance and thus leaves out on the accountability factor. As well as the 
efficiency of teachers in the schools. This factor might not affect the private 
schools much, but is a matter of concern in the government schools.  

b) It does not account for how open are the schools to the extra-curricular 
activities. How motivating the environment in the classrooms is. Sports related 
extra-curricular could be accounted for by the size of play grounds in the 
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schools (as an indicator). Also it is important to account for other co-curricular 
activities.  

c) Provision of soft skills in the schools also needs to be accounted for by such an 
index.  

d) The involvement of parents/guardians that the school takes care of (an 
indicator could be the frequency of parent-teachers’ meet). 

 
The above mentioned factors are as important to account for the standard of 
provision of education to students, as are the factors already covered under the 
Education Development Index. Thus inspite of having a good ranking on the EDI 
list does not allow a state to be very satisfied with the education arrangements 
(schooling arrangements).  
This is because, on the basis of the field visits in the government schools of Delhi, 
one can easily identify the flaws in these schools which are in urge of solutions. 
Thus it would not be correct to completely rely on the EDI.   

 
 
4.6 No Child Left Behind policy, USA:  
A discernible reality about the government schools of India is that there is no 
system which makes the whole school accountable and there is no system which 
makes improvement in results an incentive for the schools. Such a system does 
exist in The United States of America after the implementation of the No Child Left 
Behind policy. 
The United States signed into law, the NCLB policy on January 8th 2002. The policy 
has been a perfect one, for improving the accountability of teachers in schools and 
for improving the quality and standards of schools.  
It requires each state to set standards for measuring the improvement in the 
standard of education in schools. This has to done with the help of a standardized 
test to be conducted annually for all students. Schools must make an adequate 
yearly progress (AYP) in test scores. Schools which are unable to perform well 
repeatedly have to undertake the following steps to improve the schools.  

I. Schools that miss AYP for a second consecutive year are labeled as being "in 
need of improvement" publicly required to develop a two-year 
improvement plan for the subject that the school is not teaching well. This 
also provides the students of the school an option to transfer to a better 
school in the district if existing.  

II. If the school misses the AYP in the third year, it is forced to offer free 
tutoring and other supplemental education services to the struggling 
students in the school.  

III. The school is labeled as requiring "corrective action," which might involve 
wholesale replacement of staff, introduction of a new curriculum, or 
extending the amount of time students spend in class if it misses the AYP for 
a fourth consecutive year.  
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IV. A fifth year of failure leads to a planning to restructure the entire school; the 
plan is implemented if the school fails to hit its AYP targets for the sixth 
year in a row. This policy has lead to increased accountability of the school 
and its teachers. Also it has helped in improving the test scores overtime 
and has left an impact on the student assessment.  
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Improvement in the Quality of Education: By making it mandatory for the schools 
to have a progress in the test scores, this policy compels improvement. The schools 
would try all means possible to help students score better to avoid any labeling 
which would adversely impact the image of the school. It emphasizes reading, 
language arts, and mathematics and science achievement as "core academic 
subjects. The Department of Education pointed to the National Assessment of 
Educational Progress (NAEP) results, released in July 2005, showed improved 
student achievement in reading and math after the NCLB policy was implemented.  
According to the report:  

I. More progress was made by nine-year-olds in reading in the previous five 
years than in the previous 28 years combined.  

II. America's nine-year-old posted the best scores in reading (since 1971) and 
math (since 1973) in the history of the report. America's 13-year-olds 
earned the highest math scores the test ever recorded. This achievement 
included the reading and math scores for black and Hispanic nine-year-old 
reaching an all-time high. 

III. Achievement gaps in reading and math between white and black nine-year-
olds and between white and Hispanic nine-year-olds were at an all-time 
low.  

IV. Forty-three states and the District of Columbia either improved 
academically or held steady in all categories including fourth and eighth 
grade mathematics.  

 
If one tries to recognize the reason behind the success of this policy, it could be the 
fact that it incentivizes the schooling system and also tightens the system leaving 
no space for lethargy on any schools’ part.  
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5. Recommendations, Scope and Strategy for Implementation 

 

Recommendation & Scope 
There are two levels at which recommendations can be made and implemented. At 
school level (i.e. micro level) and at country or macro level. 

5.1 Recommendations to be implemented at school level:  
There could be six recommendations at the micro level for improving the condition 
of government schools. These pertain to different elements which play a role in 
proper schooling as have been defined in previous sections, which are a proper 
infrastructure, role of teachers and the comfort level of the students. 
 
5.1.1 Localization of authorities:   
The data from the state-wise tables in section 4.1.1 show that the condition of basic 
infrastructural facilities like provision of electricity and proper play grounds is 
very poor in states like Bihar, Chhattisgarh, West Bengal, Rajasthan and Madhya 
Pradesh. Thus a general requirement would be improvement of basic 
infrastructure in schools on priority basis. According to MHRD records, each 
government school is given Rs. 80000 from the centre to tackle matters like this. 
Need is to avoid all sources of corruption and ensure proper channelization of 
these funds. 
To take care of the above mentioned factors, a solution could be to have a proper 
inspection system. Delhi has an inspection system by the authorities done timely, 
thus infrastructural bottlenecks have almost been met. Like mentioned before, 
authorities bound to inspect the schools in remote villages are at times reluctant to 
do so on account of factors like long distances. To tackle this problem, a 
recommendation would be to have complete decentralization of authorities to 
which schools are accountable. Or the same can termed as complete localization of 
authorities. 
Implementation: Presently there is a three tier system which takes care of the 
schools in the villages in belonging to different districts and states of the country. 
The system consists of the village panchayat at the lowest level i.e. for the schools 
at the village level. Then there is block level consisting of 20 to 60 villages, 
administered through the Panchayat Samiti with the ‘Pradhan’ as the chairman. 
Finally the Zila Parishad is at the topmost level of the 3-tier with the District 
collector as the chairman. The funds for the schools at all the levels are released at 
the district level. For the schools in the villages, funds are handed over to the 
village panchayat. The Panchayat Samiti intervenes in matters related to allocation 
of funds. The schools under the Block level and under the village panchayats are 
supervised at the district level. Thus the schools on the whole at village levels are 
not under the direct responsibility of the village level authorities. Complete 
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localization would therefore imply a total handover of school related matters to 
the village panchayats and only a supervision done by the higher authorities. 
A road block towards this could be the illiteracy of the village level authorities. 
Thus implementation of this recommendation would require having literate 
people in the village panchayat. 
5.1.2 Regular recruitment:  
Unavailability of teachers was mentioned as an issue being faced by government 
schools and this needs to be tackled well or else it leads to high pupil-teacher ratio, 
burdening of teachers and thus poor results. A recommendation could be 
considering having recruitments on regular basis. This does not imply however 
that quality should be compromised with, but the present process needs to fasten 
and more opportunities need to come up to indentify the talents which are willing 
to take up this job. 
5.1.3 Proper teacher training:  
Only recruiting qualified teachers is not enough as one needs to make sure that the 
teachers employed in the government schools are well acquainted with the skill to 
make studies a fun for the students, be approachable to the students, make the 
classroom environment amiable and also have the talent to tackle different 
children completely varying from each other in terms of attitude. As mentioned 
before, ‘Pedagogy’ is the art of teaching and thus what teachers need. 
This is especially imperative in case of government schools because the students of 
these schools are much more dependent on teachers for enhancing their learning 
abilities, as generally they come from homes where they do not get the support, 
environment and learned enough guardians to guide them. 
Under the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan there are teacher training programs held 
however, the success rate of these programs are not very high and interacting with 
teachers one would make out that not many teachers are enthusiastic about such 
programmes and thus the need is to make such programmes interesting by 
including something like gifts to the best trained teachers and such teacher 
training programs more frequent. 
5.1.4 Incentivising the payments of teachers: 
 In some of the schools of Delhi, one could easily see that there is a lack of in 
accountability of teachers present in the school.  
A way to tackle this problem could be to provide the teachers with an incentive to 
make sure that the results improve every year. This could be done by having a 
basic salary for all the teachers plus there could be an additional bonus 
conditional upon the performance of students they teach. All schools need not 
have the same criteria or percentage of marks to be secured by the students and 
the number of students who need to have secured it to enable the teacher to have 
the additional bonus. Schools could set their own borderline criteria according to 
the yearly performance of the students of the schools so that this scheme does not 
lead to overburdening the budget of the school.  
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To make sure that teachers do not concentrate only on some students to secure the 
bonus, criteria of a certain percentage of marks to be secured by the whole class 
should also be set. 
5.1.5 Removing other obligations of the teachers:  
It is a known fact that the government school teachers are often given duties 
during elections and other such events. This leads to a digression from the task for 
which they are employed and also absenteeism. Thus there is an urgent need to 
make it mandatory that teachers are not obliged to get involved in non-teaching 
activities. 
5.1.6 Remedial classes: 
As one would observe from the government schools of Delhi and also interacting 
with teachers that the students in these schools need much more guidance from 
the teachers due to the facts already mentioned, and also that these students are 
often not comfortable enough to discuss their doubts with teachers due to factors 
like a huge class, lack confidence and at times mere reluctance. Such students find 
it difficult to cope up with their studies as due to financial constraints they are 
mostly not able to afford tuitions.  
This is an observation that could be made in most of the government schools 
countrywide. To handle this situation, a recommendation would be having 
‘Remedial classes’. 
This would be a system like the ‘Tutorial system’, which is successfully running in 
the undergraduate colleges of the University of Delhi and could as well be 
implemented in these schools. 

Following could be the structure of the Remedial classes: 

Suppose there is a class of 40 students. 

 Whole class would be divided into small groups with 10 students in each group 
(four groups). 

 If possible, each group would be containing a mixed category of students (those 
who have scored well in past and those who haven’t scored well). 

 Mostly classes have 5 subjects and now 4 remedial groups. Each group would 
be required to have at least one remedial class for each subject every week. 

 There would be a need to increase the daily school hours by 45 minutes. 
A tentative list for a particular class fulfilling the above mentioned criteria could be 
the following: 
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List of remedial classes group-wise in a week : 

Table 20: Layout of Remedial classes group wise 

 
These remedial classes would not be in existence to add on to a child’s burden. 
That is it would not include teachers giving home works to the children. It would 
simply be a normal subject period. The difference would be that the teacher would 
be addressing a much smaller group than the whole class and it would be a period 
where whatever done in past one weeks’ time would be summarized by the 
teacher. Here the teacher would be able to address each child individually as it 
would be easier to recognize the ones who are more in need of help. The teacher 
would concentrate more on them and address their doubts. Such periods would 
also help to have a better interaction between the students and teachers so that, 
the students become more frank to the teachers and approach them in case of any 
problem, without any hesitation. 
Such a system could be implemented at primary levels, as well as secondary till 9th 
standard at least. On visiting the primary schools government schools of Delhi, one 
would easily find out that there is a lack of confidence in most of the students. This 
is mostly when they are asked to read English and also when they are asked 
mathematical questions. Classes 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th are the base classes and the 
students of these classes need proper attention. Thus these remedial periods are 
vital for the government school students of these classes.  
 
Certain road blocks towards a successful implementation of such tutorial periods 
could be: 
 Teachers are mostly in a hurry to complete their syllabus, thus they might use 

these tutorial periods as subject periods only to complete their subject syllabus. 
Solution: As a solution, a rule could be made that the remedial periods must not 
be used for any subject for the whole class and that they would be used only for 
the purpose of addressing the groups by the respective teachers. 

 Students, who can easily catch up in the normal classes, would not find these 
periods useful. To provide them an incentive, these classes could also carry 
attendance. Also the results of class tests which are taken could be reported 
and the groups scoring highest scores and those groups showing 
improvements in the score of most of the students could be awarded 
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appropriately. This would also provide students with an incentive to help their 
fellow group members out. 

A system similar to this has been implemented successfully in the tribal areas of 
West Bengal also. 

5.1.7 Value Education as a compulsory subject: 
A solution to the problem of detaching the students of government schools of the 
negative impact of their social background would be, to have value-education as a 
compulsory subject at least till 8th standard. This is something most of the 
missionary schools have. The problem is that the environment of most of the 
Government school kids is one where earning the daily living is a struggle in itself 
and thus the guardians do not have time to sit and interact with their kids about 
goods and bad i.e. giving them moral values. Therefore these kids generally 
become rowdy and stubborn. What they need is someone who could sit and 
interact with them, teach them proper behaviour and its impact on ones 
personality, teach them the values of things around and thus incorporate in them a 
proper moral education. This is something which would involve minimal cost, 
however could result into miracles! 

  
 

5.2 Macro level recommendations:  
5.2.1 Increasing total investment on education: 
As mentioned in section 4.4, the fiscal year 2013, marked an increase in the budget 
allocation to Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan. Out of the 658.67 billion rupees ($12.19 
billion) to the Ministry of Human Resource Development, around 272.6 billion 
rupees has been set aside for the government’s program (around 41%). However 
this cannot be considered enough as out of the total planned spending for the fiscal 
year, the amount set aside for Human Resources is only 3.58%.18 
Education is one of the three components of measurement of the Human 
Development index. In HDI ranking, the country which has the number one rank is 
Norway. The public expenditure on education as a percentage of GDP for Norway 
for the year 2009 was 7.3. That for Australia ranking second, United States of 
America ranking third and Netherlands ranking fourth was 5.1, 5.4 & 5.9 percents 
respectively. Also if one looks at the HDI rank list, none of the top ten countries 
would have this percentage less than 5. However if looking at India’s situation in 
2010, the public expenditure on education as a percentage of GDP was only 3.3 and 
India’s rank on the HDI list is 136.19 
Based on the above facts, a recommendation that could be implemented at the 
budgetary level would be to increase the total investment on education as a 

                                                             
 

18 Union Budget 2013-2014 : http://indiabudget.nic.in/budget.asp  
19 International Human Development indicators : http://hdrstats.undp.org/en/indicators/38006.html 

http://indiabudget.nic.in/budget.asp
http://hdrstats.undp.org/en/indicators/38006.html
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percentage of GDP. Problem however that is being faced with the present 
allocation of funds and thus would be if the allocation is increased is the proper 
utilisation of these funds at least at the elementary schooling level, if not at the 
level of higher education. Therefore a need of the hour is proper channelization of 
funds with the help of localization of authorities (as already mentioned). 
 
5.2.2 Public Private Partnership:  
The problem of government schools is a lack in delivery of quality due to improper 
utilisation of funds. Private schools in general ensure proper delivery of quality if 
they have proper funding. Thus a system of schooling where the private players 
are funded by the government could be considered for proper channelization of 
funds and proper quality output. 
The fact is that government does have such a schooling model known as Model 
schools. The Model School scheme was launched in November 2008 as a scheme 
aiming to provide quality education to talented rural children through setting up of 
6,000 model schools as benchmark of excellence at block level at the rate of one 
school per block. Model schools work under public-private partnership. Some of 
the reasons for adopting the PPP approach for setting up model schools as given on 
the site of the Ministry of Human Resource & Development are as follows:  
(i) Possibility of setting up much larger number of schools than what the public 
outlay can support, through contribution to capital expenditure from private 
partners;  
(ii) Functional efficiency of private entities enabling early delivery of quality 
education;  
(iii) Risk of project completion and delivery of agreed outputs will be borne by the 
private entity;  
(iv)Public funds would be expended only upon delivery of agreed outcomes; and  
(v) Private sector efficiency in the context of a long-term agreement is expected to 
optimize on life-cycle costs and improve on quality of education, including the 
school infrastructure.20 
 
Thus presently more of such model schools are needed and if possible one could 
consider conversion of government schools into model schools. 
 
 

 

 

  

                                                             
 

20 http://mhrd.gov.in/sites/upload_files/mhrd/files/Scheme-MS-PPP_-_clean-NEW_0.pdf 

http://mhrd.gov.in/sites/upload_files/mhrd/files/Scheme-MS-PPP_-_clean-NEW_0.pdf
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6. Conclusion 

 

Access, Equity and Quality could be considered as the three pillars of a proper 
education system in any country. 

The major objective behind the very existence of government schools in the 
country is to ensure equity in the provision of education at the elementary and 
secondary education levels. For no child on the basis of caste, creed, gender or 
financial conditions is denied admission in these schools. The Sarva Shiksha 
Abhiyaan and the Right to Education act 2009 are successfully working towards 
ensuring universal access to these schools and proper quality in these schools. 
Improvements in enrolment overtime could be considered as an indicator of 
increase in the access to education. There have been improvements at all levels 
primary, upper primary and senior secondary levels in enrolment compared to all 
previous years according to the statistics from the MHRD. However as mentioned 
previously, the success of SSA and RTE has been more quantitative and less 
qualitative. 

This paper was thus an attempt to recognise those factors which are preventing 
the qualitative improvements in these schools which are the only aided schools for 
the poor. The shortcomings recognised in the government schools of Delhi could 
be identified as the ultimate shortcomings (as the schools in Delhi have been 
successful in filling the infrastructural bottlenecks). Thus mending these loopholes 
along with efficient consideration of the recommendations given would actually 
lead to an improvement in the standard and reputation of these schools. 

To conclude, even in the areas where there have been considerable developments, 
there is much more scope for the same. The realisation of this very fact would not 
be difficult for one who visits a government school in a posh area in the capital, 
finds the school well furnished but with certain issues already mentioned but then 
an unsolved puzzle for this person would be coming across two kids without 
proper clothes just at the gate of the school building. Interacting with them one 
comes across the irony of the present condition that their father is a casual 
labourer in the same school. On asking them if they go to school, one of them nods 
saying ‘no’, and the younger of the two simply smiles repeating the word ‘school’, 
and they get themselves clicked with smiling faces. 
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Appendix A 

Meetings and Interviews 

Date: June 5, 2013 

Time: 11:00 AM 

Duration of Discussion: 45 minutes 

Discussion :  

1. There is a particular notion against government schools which cannot be 
generalised for all the government schools. 

2. The faculty of government schools are no less than and in some cases better 
than private schools. 

3. The problem lies with the back-home environment of Government school 
kids. 

4. Also the poor condition of these schools is due to the much poorer 
condition of the primary schools where teachers are generally ignorant. 
Primary schooling forms a base for a student and thus is very important. 
The surprise inspections are conducted efficiently for secondary schools, 
however not that efficiently for primary schools. However this is not the 
case with the private schools, thus it could be cited as the major reason 
behind pulling the government schools behind private schools. 
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“The highest measure of democracy is neither the 
‘extent of freedom’ nor the ‘extent of equality’ but 

rather the highest measure of participation.” 
- A.D. Benoist 

 

 

Rakshak Foundation creates awareness domestically and internationally 
about the rights and responsibilities of citizens towards the society and 
state. Rakshak engages in and supports social and scientific research on 
public policy and social issues. 
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Email: secretary@rakshakfoundation.org 
Website: www.rakshakfoundation.org 
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any capacity whatsoever. The figures and facts used in the report are only suggestive and cannot be used to initiate any legal 

proceedings against any person or organization. However, the author shall be extremely grateful to acknowledge any 

inaccuracies in the report brought to author’s notice.  

Please email your suggestions or concerns to:  hr@rakshakfoundation.org] 
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